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Refer & Earn Program 2021 
An outstanding Revenue Stream 
We are so excited to launch our 2021 Achieve Refer and Earn program and help Achieve 

members greatly increase your income.  All members earn incredible income for referring 

members to us who join our community.  We have provided you the compensation manual, so 

you fully understand how it works. It is one of the best refer & earn programs in any industry 

hands down and is available to Achieve members only! 

This manual is provided to teach you how to refer and learn the process. 

Achieve Systems has a turn-key process for when you send a referral.  We never do pushy sales 

and simply offer them information, videos, catalogs, and meetings.  We also do a review of 

their business so we can really help them understand what benefits we have that can assist 

them in success. 

This manual is provided for the Achieve Member who wants to use this as an incredible 

revenue stream in their business.  If you are out growing strategic relationships in the wellness 

industry to help grow your business why not refer them to us and earn between $500-$6500 if 

they become a member.  

Some members have greatly enhanced their income by working this program.  

Let’s now dig into the information and teach you how to refer members to Achieve Systems 

and earn incredible income. 

 

Yours in Success, 

 

Robert Raymond, CEO 

Mike Libercci, President of Coaching  

Suzanne Eccher, MPB President 

Vanessa Raymond, Director of Education 

Tobey Ann Terry, Achieve Beauty Leader 

Danielle Costantino, Achieve Nutrition Leader 

Niki Cicak, Community Development 

JB Braden, Coaching Leader 
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First, you must become an expert on all Achieve Systems 

has to offer.  This will help you learn how to refer and 

talk about achieve systems while also help you use your 

benefits at a much higher level. 

 

Please follow these simple steps to make it happen.   

 

The more you understand about our incredible company 

the better you can present us and the more success you 

will have. 
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What do you get when becoming a member? 

2021 Asset List AD 

The benefits are incredible for just 50 bucks a month!  We are the best value in the industry! 

  

Before you move on in this manual make sure you know the basics on this chart, so you 

understand the incredible value we offer and how to display it! 
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Review 2 company presentation Videos to Start 

 

Review our 2 video’s at www.achievesystemspro.com.   Video #1 is a short video that explains 

our basic benefits.   

The second video is our company signature presentation that is 25 minutes long and gives an 

advanced overview of our company. 

 

 

Review our YouTube Channel Videos 

Please go to our Achieve Systems YouTube Channel and review the Discover Achieve Systems 

and other videos to become more of an expert on what we do and offer. 

By doing the above you will know how to present us to a referral/prospect better. 

 

http://www.achievesystemspro.com/
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The Entry Fee-  

How much is it and how do I present it to a prospect? 

Let’s now learn about the Financials and what they will 

pay within each program? 

When someone becomes an Achieve Systems member they pay an upfront total that is defined 

below and is in the financial and commission manual provided for you.  Below is a list and 

explanation of each membership program we have so you can refer them to the program that 

might be right for them if they ask. 

It is recommended if someone asks how much it is you say we have programs from $0 up front 

(scholarship) to $25,000 which is our CEO program for someone who might own 50 clinics or 

gyms for example.  We put you in a membership program that is right for you based upon 

where you are at in your business and industry.  

The above terminology is especially important so they don’t feel like we will push them into a 

price point and membership that is not right for them. 

 

 

Here are the Achieve 

Membership Programs and 

how they work! 
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The Achieve System Membership Programs? 

Define Each Program for commissions – Know us!  

 
Let’s make you an expert now on each Achieve Systems program that we will offer to your 

referral partner.  We are a membership program to help wellness professionals grow business.  

We are voted the best value in the industry and we are here to help wellness pros become 

successful in business. 

4 incredible membership programs available today 

Achieve Virtual Memberships-  
This program is an at home membership where someone acquire specific resources they can 
simply tap into at home.   The cost is $297 up front and $50 a month for access to the virtual 
biz building systems we offer.  Please visit the virtual membership catalog to see the benefits. 
 

   

Gold Level Standard Program- 
 Most Popular! 
 
This is our standard and most popular membership program that provides the member full 
access to all systems.  The cost is $4995.00.  All is included on the YELLOW listing sheet that is 
in this manual.  85% of members enter in at this level. 
 

 

Platinum Level Partnership-  
Become an Achieve Systems Leader! 
 
This is our partnership program where someone takes an exclusive on a system and offers it 
to our members or team. All Alpha leaders and standard leaders are platinum level members. 
 A platinum pro works as a leader within our system and community providing for our 
members. The set cost is $9995.00.  A platinum member receives everything in our gold level 
program plus they can sell and promote their approved products or services to the 
community using the attached manual of assets. 
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Achieve CEO program-  
 
Are you a high-performance earner and phenomenally successful? 
 
A CEO program is for someone who, is clearing $200,000 or more per year in profits or 
approved by Robert Raymond and our board.  This program receives our elite program plus a 
3-day advanced business building retreat with Robert Raymond and other leaders each year. 
Cost: $25,000.00. 
 

    

TIP WHEN TALKING ABOUT PRICING:  

Know the pricing of each program and what is included for best results.  A great TIP is to always 

discuss we have a program for everyones current situation so if someone is broke and not doing 

well we can qualify them for a scholarship, if they are doing a million a year we have a high level 

CEO program and the standard program is the Gold which is just $4995.00.   

The Gold program is full access to all resources 

The Platinum is a exclusive to sell product or services to the community 

The CEO is for someone earning over 200k a year 

The Scholarship is in place to assist people in financial need 

Let’s now learn about our Scholarship Program 
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The Achieve Systems Scholarship Defined-  
 
A scholarship is provided for the approved person who cannot afford the $4995 initial cost 
and qualifies with us through an application to grow business.  A scholarship must provide a 
specific number of paid referrals per year (1) or pay $2500 in full at 12 months.   A 
scholarship program is awarded our gold level full access program that is $4995.00 in full.  
Anyone referring a scholarship gets paid accordingly to the scholarship program when or if its 
fulfilled. 
 
Refer to the compensation manual for more details and the rules and regulations of 
scholarships.  The nice thing about scholarships is you can refer someone who can’t afford 
and is not qualified then if they fulfill their agreement you get paid.  
 

 

Achieve Leaders Placement Program 

When a person is going through the Discover Achieve Systems process we pre-qualify them for 

which program is right for them.  We do a credit check; we discuss their business and the level 

they are at with them.  It is our objective to put a person into the gold, platinum, or CEO 

program.  If they financially or professionally do not qualify we might have to funnel them into 

a scholarship to get them in a position to join us.  If they do go into one of those programs you 

are paid based upon the scholarship program system payout plan.  
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How do I talk to a prospect and 

what do I say? 
 

 

 

 

Things you should talk about with prospects to get them 

interested in becoming a part of our incredible community! 
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Introduce Achieve Systems to them and simply say you are in a 

community of like-minded wellness pros that you feel can 

benefit their business greatly and say, “You would be glad to 

introduce them so they can check it out”. 

If they start asking questions then provide them the following… 

 

Your Personal Experiences and what are you are excited about? 

It is always important when talking about Achieve Systems to use your personal experiences 

that have worked for you or that you are excited about doing. 
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It is also great to use other members experiences.  You can view and use our incredible list of 

testimonials that are on our website. 

 

What are the assets from the list above that can impact the person you are referring the most?  

In many cases its community, a revenue stream, increased income, or exclusive opportunities.  

For others it can be they need coaching! 

 

 

 

The person you are referring always has needs.  Ask about them! 

We also highly recommend you discuss with the person you want to refer their needs in 

business and relate it to what we have. We are over 24.6 million dollars invested in our systems 

so we have something that can help almost anyone. 

 

Why it is so important to start here? 

The initial introduction you give someone is important as it gives them the basic details, so they 

want more. 

 

Example:  You are talking to a Chiropractor and you ask them how is business going?  They then 

reply and you simply say; “I would love to connect you with a community of like-minded pros if 

you’re interested”.   Then you can go a little into the above and talk about your experiences, or 

others or the assets. 
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Key things you can say to attract  

 

Things you can say to a prospect you are talking to, so they get interested: 

• YOU! 

1- Use examples of things that have worked for you or that you are excited about. 

2- Use examples of things people in the community have done. 

3- Discuss the high-level leadership team and credentials to grow interest. 

 

• Achieve guarantees you a minimum of 120 plus leads per year for either clients or 

strategic relationships leading to referral relationships. 

 

• Once you are a member its 50 bucks a month for everything and you never have a 

renewal fee ever.   

 

• You also get 55 plus revenue streams that you can plug into your business.  You find 

what works for you and you can offer and create profits (then use an example). 

 

• You can publish books and education programs for FREE with mentorships. 

 

• You can attend a business building mastermind call every day as you wish. 

 

• Achieve has the top biz building conferences in the industry and ranked #1. 

 

• The strategic relationship days are incredible.  You sit with industry leaders and grow 

your business as they make recommendations and provide you leads. 

 

• At the end of each year you have a system to create your next year’s marketing 

program.  It’s all turn-key and incredible. 
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• You have an online resource center that helps you build your business every day. 

 

• Achieve has preferred vendors like printers, SEO people, web design, etc. at discounts to 

help you grow your business. 

 

• You can attend Achieve University which is a 2-day business building training with 

Robert Raymond and the entire achieve team to Uplevel your business.  This training is 

one of the best in the industry hands down. 

 

• You tap into what you need, and the rest is simply a tool.  For 50 bucks a month it is by 

far the best resource in the industry. 

 

• The Achieve Community is one of the best in the industry and you will grow outstanding 

relationships leading to more business. 

 

• It is so great to have a business building family and not be all alone.   

 

• Achieve Systems owns Achieve Academy that provides CEC education programs and 

certification for members at highly discounted rates. 

 

• Achieve Systems owns Achieve Publishing.  You can publish books for FREE.   

 

• Achieve Systems owns the Wellness Hall of Fame which is a cool thing to be involved in.  

They have a GALA at the Achieve conference each June. 

 

• I love having the ability to get involved with high level people like Robert Raymond, 

Mike Libercci, Gary Barnes, Natalie Heckert, Bert Oliva and many other 7 figure, 

phenomenally successful people in our industry. 

 

• I love that I can Uplevel with help from Achieve at any time.  Achieve has systems where 

I can License programs, franchise, take my business online and much more.   

 

• Achieve has a financial department where they can help you with investors, loans, 

management and much more. 

 

• In the wellness industry many of us are great at what we do but not as great at 

marketing and sales.  Achieve helps change that. 
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• Achieve works with anyone in the wellness industry which includes therapy, nutrition, 

fitness, wellness, beauty, and health pros.  Their motto is if you help people they will 

help you! 

 

 

 

Who am I referring & who is an outstanding 

prospect to join Achieve Systems? 

Therapists Fitness Pros Nutrition Pros 
Massage Wellness Pros Health Pros 

Medical Pros Beauty Pros Facility Owners 

Clinic Owners Gym Owners Spa Owners 
Vendors Other Other 

 

If you help people we are right for you! 
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We are creating the largest community of 

wellness professionals in the world! 

   

Let’s NOW learn how to refer  

your leads to our team! 
We have an extraordinarily system to track and get your referrals information to get them 

interested.  Here is how you will refer people to us.  This section is especially important as we 

have years of experience bringing in members and this is what works best hands down. 

 

Our Guarantee & Commitment to you: 
 

You being comfortable referring is so important to us! 
 

First we want to give you some peace of mind - We will never oversell anyone.  If you refer 
someone they will be treated with high level respect and we will make you look great. They 

will never be pushed or feel like we are stalking them. 
 

Once you refer them to us we provide them information, offer them meetings, and get them 
everything they need to determine if we are right for them. 

 
After that they decide, and we move forward as they wish.   
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We do put all your contacts on our newsletter so they get information forever, on-going so 

some of your leads might get a newsletter in 5 months and look to join us at that time. 
 

 

Each one of these Achieve Systems leaders have a specific job when you send a referral to us.  

You will start by sending a referral to robert@achievefitsystems.com and he will start the 

process. He will provide them details to learn about us and offer a meeting with either him or 

one of our other leaders.  We match your lead up with a personality and expert that is right for 

them.  Let’s meet your team! 

COMPANY OFFICERS & LEADERS 

 

Robert Raymond, CEO and 
Go to person to email and 
send leads too.  
 
You will Email Introduce 
Robert. See scripts below for 
examples. 

Robert is our company 
president and is very on 
hands within our on boarding 
process. 
 
Robert is the person you will 
email leads to and he is your 
entry contact. 

 

 

Mike Libercci, President of 
Achieve Systems, and our 
East Coast leader 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If a lead comes in from the 
east coast you will send to 
Robert and he will set-up a 
meeting with Mike Libercci 
who is our Local leader.  

 
 

Vanessa Raymond, Director 
of Achieve Systems 

Vanessa Raymond is one of 
our goes to leaders who 
Robert sets up your leads to 
talk with.  Vanessa is 
extremely passionate about 
helping people and is a great 
first conversation for 
prospects. 

mailto:robert@achievefitsystems.com
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ALPHA LEADERS 

 
 

Suzanne Eccher, Leader of 
Therapy and Massage 
Division 

Suzanne Eccher is a 25 + year 
industry leader it he 
therapies industry and 2-time 
author on how to grow your 
business.  Robert refers her 
for calls with prospects who 
are in the therapy industry. 

 

JB Braden, Coaching Leader 
and Speaking Leader 

JB Braden is one of the top 
coaches in our industry and 
helps members set up their 
company’s signature 
presentation and get 
speaking gigs. 

 
 

Danielle Costantino, Achieve 
Nutrition Leader 

Danielle is the leader of our 
nutrition division and works 
with nutrition professionals 
and business owners. 
 

 

Niki Cicak, Community 
Development Leader 

Niki Cicak is our community 
development leader and 
helps relationship 
development within our 
community by providing and 
holding events for members.   

   

Other Leaders We have numerous other 
leaders and members who 
are available to talk to 
prospects. 
 

We will set-up conversations, 
as necessary. 

 

The leadership team above will do all we can to support your referrals you sent us and provide 

them the necessary information to come into our community.  Some come in immediately and 

others over time.  Your referral will be on our newsletter system so we will constantly be in 

front of them with our assets and resources. 
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WHAT WORKS BEST FOR YOU! 

The Email, Text, or Facebook Messanger Introduction 

System to CEO Robert Raymond 

Now that you have met the leadership team and understand they will be working 

to bring your lead into our membership program it is now time to learn how to 

introduce them to us.  Please follow this system and get started today! 

   

 

How do I introduce my leads to Achieve Systems? 

 

Send by email to robertachievesystems@gmail.com and use this great 

system that we provide! 

Our company CEO Robert Raymond is very hands on with the growth of our community.  He 

does this to forsure quality and also assist your leads in getting information leading to them 

wanting to become a member. You will email introduce him and he will lead the process. 

Once you have talked with someone and told them about us if they are interested tell them you 

will email introduce them to the CEO Robert Raymond who will get them information. 

When you email introduce Robert will engage with them and get them all the information they 

need including calls, meetings, our manuals, videos, discussions with other members and 

anything they need to “make a decision” if we are right for them.  Robert discusses their 

business and gets them excited about the 21.6 million dollars of resources we have in our 

business to help them. 

mailto:robertachievesystems@gmail.com
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What do I say in my text, Facebook message or email? 

How you introduce is very important.  Please be brief like this. 

When you introduce Robert, we recommend you use a template as followed.  
email from you connecting. 
 
Hello Robert, 
 
I want to introduce you to ______________ as I talked to her about Achieve Systems and 
how it has helped my business and can hers.  I think she would be a great part of our 

community.  If you could get her information that would be great.       
 
Then provide us some information on your referral to Robert here so he knows what they do, 
what city/state their business is located and who they are.   
 
Robert will then take it from here and get them in our system and get them excited about the 
opportunity. Robert and the achieve team have a specific system to get information to 
prospects.  We will take great care of them and get them excited!  

 

How do I communicate and connect? 
Please do it through Facebook Messanger, Text, or Email. 

Text and Messanger have a much higher success rate in many cases as it is a direct contact.  Do 

the method that is best for you. 

 

MY GOOGLE DOCUMENT SPREADSHEET 

HOW WE ORGANIZE ALL LEADS? 

After you connect put your contact on your spreadsheet that we have provided you.  We will 

update you right on the spreadsheet to let you know what is happening as it happens with your 

lead.   
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The 14-Day GATEWAY to Discover Achieve Systems 

 

www.achievesystemspro.com and put in your leads email 

address! 

 

14-days of newsletters to learn about the 21.6 million dollars of resources that are here to 

help you grow your business, so you can help more people! 

 

Enter your Information Here! 

Why Become a Member Newsletter? 

 

 

 
Subscribe 
As you have someone involved in the process go to www.achievesystemspro.com and 

personally put them into the 14-day newsletter to discover Achieve System.  Your leads will get 

14 personalized newsletters to become attracted to becoming a member. 

 

 

Achieve Leader JB Braden holds a webinar 1x a month that is 35 minutes to display all in 

achieve to a prospect.  You can plug in as many people as you wish. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.achievesystemspro.com/
http://www.achievesystemspro.com/
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How do I find professionals to refer? 

 

 

 

 

How do I refer and where to find people to refer? 
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Start with Friends & Family 

We recommend you look at your family and friends and if any of them are in the wellness 

industry refer them over to us so we can help them.  Achieve Systems is all about family and we 

want to help everyone succeed. 

 

 

Colleagues and people you currently know in the industry 

A great way to generate referral leads is by contacting anyone you know in the wellness 

industry. This means anyone who has a business that helps people or wants to open one. Over 

the years we have all met numerous people who work in therapy, nutrition, fitness, wellness, or 

the health industry.  We recommend you contact them by email, text, phone or a LIVE meeting 

to introduce them to what we are all about and then once they are interested email introduce 

us and let us get them meetings and the information. 
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Most Important- The Strategic Partnership Development Program 

Achieve Systems provides full training on growing strategic relationships to grow your business.  

If you wish to be phenomenally successful in your business you will be out growing 

relationships with other professionals in our industry. 

For example: If you are a chiropractor a nutrition professional can refer you at a high level and 

vice versa.  If you grow a relationship with a nutrition professional who refers clients over to 

you who needs your services you can simply refer them over to us and earn incredible income 

from it. 

At Achieve University all go through our power partnership training program that assists in 

helping you grow referral relationships. 

Why not grow your business and then as you grow these relationships refer them over to us?  It 

creates a double win for you. 

 

BIG RESULTS 

Contact 10 people per day  

5 days a week for 1 hour 

Equals Results!   (ADJUST TO YOUR GOALS)! 

If you are looking at using the revenue stream as a higher-level money making for you we 

recommend you follow our 1-hour a day system as our leaders do.  This system is in place to 

generate leads and gaining 5 qualified strong leads per week.   

You can download the 1051 marketing program in your exclusive achieve systems resource 

center and get started today. 
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The Try us Approach! 

How do I invite Guests to a Conference, our Facebook 

Group or Mastermind Calls to get them interested? 

 

 

We provide your leads the ability to come to a 

conference, attend our mastermind calls or be a guest on 

our Facebook Group for 2 weeks. 

 

Up to 75% of guests who attend a conference apply! 
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We recommend you let your leads Try us if they wish to sample 

first.  Here is how you do it! 

 

Give your prospect a FREE Ticket to one of our award-winning 

Biz Explosion Conferences ($500.00 + Value) 

Picture having 20 guests at a conference and 10 joins our community.  That clears you 10-30k 

extra in revenue per event and you get these people into our community, so you see them 

more often to do more business with them.  Wow!  This is available to Achieve members & 

leaders ONLY!  YOU! 

 

o Bringing guest option- Best bet! You can comp guest passes for FREE as an Achieve 

Member.  This allows them to come and see us and most join our community and apply 

after. 

 

Conference Invited Guests Rules within putting guests on the list 

• Your attendees/VIP Guests must be approved.  We allow guests to attend 1-2 times to 

see us. Because of the high quality of our events and community we do sometimes have 

guests try to keep coming without joining.  We track this!  If you feel someone will join 
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from re-attending contact us and we will help, make it happen.  

 

*These terms are subject to change without notice. 

How to get them a FREE Ticket 

You  have them go to (or you set up yourself) at 

www.achievebizconferences.com and fill out the short form (4 

questions) and they get a VIP pass to the conference as your guest!   

We then schedule meetings with them at conference if they want and let them come see us 

and enjoy one of our quarterly conferences.   

 

• Just because you put someone on the conference list does not mean they are your lead. 

A lead is earned including commission by introducing to us. A Lead is established as 

yours when you email introduce them using our introduction system.  The conference is 

a way to get them interested.   

 

• CONFERENCE VALUE YOU WILL DISPLAY: Guests must show up or they pay the $249 seat 

fee as we do sell out all events. They may cancel prior with notice. 

 

• You will fill out the short form to get your people VIP tickets at 

www.achievebizconferences.com .  Once the form is filled out, they will receive an email 

registration/confirmation and put on the VIP list to attend.  They will then get 

newsletters leading up to the conference.  

 

• We have a system for tracking all conference leads.  You will be included on our excel 

spreadsheet for all conferences.  After each event we offer each attendee you had a 

meeting with us to see if our community is right for them. 

Someone put on a conference lead list as a guest is your lead for payment unless someone else 

has already email introduced them, and we are working with them. 

*In the rare event someone charges back on a cc, does not pay or defaults commissions will be 

charged back. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.achievebizconferences.com/
http://www.achievebizconferences.com/
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Giving Guests Access to the Mastermind calls- YES! 

$197 value for a month FREE 

Achieve Systems has a business building mastermind call every day of the week.  We can give 

any of your leads access to participate in our business building mastermind calls for 3-4 weeks 

so they can get a feel for how these calls are here to help them. 

Our leadership team will provide this after we have had a discussion with them.   

 

 

Providing them Access to the Facebook Group- YES! 

They will get quality info and leads- 30 days! 

Our Exclusive Facebook Group is available to Achieve Members only but we allow guests to get 

access for a few weeks so they can see the events and incredible support.  This is a great tool, 

and you can friend them yourself and we will accept them for a few weeks. 
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If you wish to do this go to our Achieve Systems Exclusive Facebook Group and put their name 

and info in where it says JOIN GROUP.   

After please email them and say “you provided them 2 weeks in our exclusive group so they can 

see everything we have going on. 

 

 

We can set up a 1-1 or Group Zoom call with your prospect.   When you introduce them to 

Robert he will set them up to talk to the leaders in achieve who are right for them to talk to in 

order to get them interested. 

 

Become a Guest to the Wellness Hall of Fame Gala- YES! 

A red carpet event! 

Achieve Systems is the proud owner of the Wellness Hall of Fame and we can provide qualified 

prospects an invitation to our Red-Carpet event at our June conference each year. 

 

Using the “Try Us” Methods 

These are the assets in this section that you can invite prospects to so they can see us.  Most of 

them get people extremely interested very quickly once they see our quality and the millions of 

dollars of resources for just 50 bucks a month.  If you have any questions contact your Alpha 

Coaching Leader any time. 
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REVIEW VIDEOS & Company Manuals 

Go to www.achievesystemspro.com and watch the Videos and review all our catalogs! 

 

 

Printed Logos and Marketing Materials  

you can use to promote 

 

Feel free to save each ad and logo here and use it as you need.  

You can post it on social media, send in text, emails, 

newsletters, or any way you see fit within our guidelines. 

These banner ads, marketing materials and systems are 

provided for the Achieve Systems member exclusively and all 

rights are reserved.  If you have any questions contact us. 

 

 

 

http://www.achievesystemspro.com/
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We want to help you in your marketing efforts. Feel free to 

use any of the following: 
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